Recently, transit agencies have been opening up their route configuration and schedule data to the public, as well as providing online APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) to real-time bus positions and arrival estimates. Based on this infrastructure of providing transit data over the internet, we developed an algorithm to calculate the travel times of K-shortest paths in a public transportation network where all wait and travel times are only known at real-time. Although there is a large body of work in routing algorithms in transit networks, we take cues from an algorithm to find shortest paths in road networks, called Transit Node routing. Our approach is based on a simple observation intuitively used by humans: when you take transit, you will look for a particular set of transfer points that connect transit routes that lead from the origin and destination. We precompute a lookup table of feasible paths between the origin stop of every bus route to the terminus of every other bus route using the transfer points. This precomputation of paths significantly reduces the computation time and number of real-time arrival requests to transit agency servers, the bottleneck in computing this problem. The computational complexity of the algorithm is linear in real-time and implementation results show that queries from a webserver are returned in 3 seconds in the worst-case.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of the paper is as follows. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 provide further information on open transit 53 data and the routing methods of Bast et al, respectively. Section 2 describes our algorithm. Section 3 is the 54 evaluation. We evaluate the algorithm by doing 10,000 simulations of trip requests for each transit network 
Recent Trends of Open Data

66
The development of a real-time transit routing algorithm has been spurred by two trends in public trans-
67
portation technology: open data, and real-time tracking of buses.
68
Starting in 2007, a growing number of transit agencies have packaged their route configuration and 69 schedule data into a format called the Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) [36] in order to have trips 70 planned by Google Transit. The benefit of this was the integration of public transit into online trip-planners, 71 but more importantly, the release of the GTFS data by transit agencies has allowed for a plethora of innovative 
Relation to Transit Node Routing in Road Networks
86
Although there has been an enormous body of work on routing in public transit networks, the algorithm we by a bus/train route near your origin, you will look at a set of potential transfer stations to change buses.
94
Transit Node Routing precomputes distance tables for important (transit) nodes and all relevant connections 95 between the remaining nodes and the transit nodes. As a result, the difficult problem of finding shortest 96 paths on extremely large road networks is "almost" reduced to about 100 table lookups. This lookup table   97 only stores data for a certain subset of points to speed up the performance of the algorithm, which is a major 98 innovation. The same strategy is used in the real-time transit routing algorithm presented in Section 2. We 99 calculate a set of feasible paths for only a subset of nodes in the transit network and store the results in a 100 lookup table.
101
Figure 1: Flowchart of the algorithm described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
102
As described in Section 1.2, the algorithm takes cues from Transit Node Routing. The Transit Node Routing 103 algorithm has a precomputation step to store distances between important nodes. The nontrivial concept 104 is defining 'important' nodes such that optimal routes are found. In our routing algorithm, the 'important' be precomputed, and prior research has shown that the accuracy of real-time data deteriorates significantly 118 when predicting arrival times over 20 minutes into the future, well over the time a fourth transfer would be 119 made [38] . Any O-D query that requires more than four transfers cannot be computed by the algorithm.
120
The routing algorithm is broken up into three steps: preparing the schedule data received from third-party Tables   154   The precomputation step generates three tables, a path lookup table, a bus service-time table, 
Preparing Data
Precomputation of Lookup
Find Transfer Points and Routes
157
The entire set of stops is sorted by either latitude or longitude, and stops within a reasonable distance are 158 stored as a potential transfer points between the two routes. In the implementation, the reasonable transfer removed except for the optimal point. This optimal point is defined by the station with the lowest probability 167 of missing a transfer as specified by the GTFS schedule. Table   169 A set of feasible paths is built from the origin stop of every bus route to the terminus of every bus route Table   181 The lookup table includes paths from all bus routes in the transit agency's network. However, not all 182 bus routes are in service at the same time: there are often nighttime or rush hour only routes being run.
Build Path Lookup
Build Service-Time Lookup
183
The final step in the precomputation of routes builds a "service-time" table of hours in which each bus route 184 is in service. In real-time, the bus service table used to remove any paths which include a bus route not in 185 service. Table   187 All bus stops from the route configuration files are aggregated and a geolocation table is created to store 188 the set of all transit stops in the entire network, indexed by their latitude and longitude. 
Build Geolocation Lookup
Real-Time Algorithm Performance
248
In the following section we present histograms of metrics 1 and 2: the number of paths and requests to the 249 real-time arrival API. We also focus on discussing two worst-case scenarios found in all 770,000 simulated Each path takes on average 20 bytes to store. The size of the path lookup table that has to be loaded to 281 memory ranges from .664KB to 1.2GB for the largest transit network we analyzed. The geolocation and bus 282 service tables range from 8KB to 2MB.
283
As shown in Figure 7 , the size of the lookup table increases polynomially as the number of routes served 284 by a transit agency grows. 
Sensitivity Analysis
290
The number of paths searched through at runtime is dependent on the distance a person is willing to walk to 291 his origin, and from the last bus stop to his destination. Although the previous simulations were made with 292 a fixed half-mile distance, the distance can be varied per the user's request. 
CONCLUSION
304
This paper presented a new algorithm for calculating K-shortest paths in a transit network with real-time 305 data. We describe that the modeling of this particular shortest path problem is a result of the state of 306 technology used by transit agencies to disseminate information today. It was shown that precomputation of
